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This revised edition is completely updated in both theory and the practice of barber-styling and

brings you the latest in men's haircutting and styling, along with the most current information on

barbering tools and implements. Revised using input from our current textbook users and the

expertise of the National Association of Barber Boards, the textbook and corresponding

supplements, also revised, are designed to better prepare your students for state licensing exams

and successful careers in the professional market. A greater variety of multicultural cuts and styles

are used throughout to reflect the range of clientele students may services during their professional

career.
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I bought this book because I would like to learn to cut basic haircut at home without going to beauty

school. I figured maybe this book has a step by step techniques from comb and scissor to clippers...

Not really. It's actually a textbook that explained general terminology of hair cutting process..not

what I was looking for..I was looking for book that would show me what type of haircuts and it's step

by step process and techniques to accomplish such haircut. But other than that this book is okay for

general lesson of barbering.

Like the closely related workbook (sold separately), this stands out due to the lack of competition.Its

comprehensiveness and accessibility exists without comparative examples.Again, one unproven

resource always will helps if no other exists.



"The material contained in this new edition of Milady's Standard Textbook of Professional

Barber-Styling has been completely revised and brought up-to-date with respect to BOTH THE

THEORY AND THE PRACTICE OF BARBER-STYLING.The theory of barber-styling denotes the

great fund knowledge available in this field, and has been developed into a systematic and coherent

body of related barber-styling information.The practice deals with the skill and dexterity

demonstrated by the professional practitioner in the performance of the various barber-styling

services....."[from the book of the preface]

Although this was an older textbook, its condition was excellent. Plus, it was a useful book that

added to my do-it-yourself barbering and styling knowledge.

This item was a gift for a friend starting barber school. I found a better price here than around were I

live.

Seems like a good textbook. Useful for the cosmetology student.

I like it! It helped understand a lot What i need to know.

good for cosmetology student or just home cutting use.
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